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MEscope Application Note 54
Rapid Impact Test™ Using 2-Channel Data Acquisition
The Steps in this Application Note can be carried out using any MEscope Package that includes the VES-3600
Advanced Signal Processing, VES-700 Multi-Channel Acquisition & VES-4000 Modal Analysis options
Without these options, you can still carry out the Steps in this App Note using the AppNote54 project file. These
Steps might also require MEscope software with a more recent release date.
APP NOTE 54 PROJECT FILE
•

To retrieve the Project for this App Note, click here to download AppNote54.zip

This Project contains numbered Hotkeys & Scripts for carrying out the Steps of this App Note.
•

Hold down the Ctrl key and click on a Hotkey to open its Script window

INTRODUCTION
One of the limitations of conventional modal testing using a roving impact hammer is that the reference sensor
(usually an accelerometer) must remain fixed throughout the test. Since the accelerometer must typically be
connected by a wire to the data acquisition system. a very long wire might be required when testing a large
structure. Furthermore, better quality signals are possible if each impact force is applied closer to the response
accelerometer.
Because it does not require a fixed reference sensor throughout the test, a Rapid Impact Test™ is faster and easier
to perform on any size structure.
In a conventional Roving Impact Test, the accelerometer must remain fixed while the structure is impacted at
different points & directions (DOFs). In a conventional Roving Response Impact Test, the structure must be
impacted at the same DOF while one or more accelerometers are moved to different DOFs.
In a Rapid Impact Test™, both the impact DOF and the accelerometer location can be changed between
acquisitions.
During a Rapid Impact Test™, a chain of acquisitions is made based on their DOFs.
A chain of FRFs is then calculated from a chain of acquisitions.
An FRF chain is not a set of single-reference FRFs, yet it can be curve fit using single-reference curve fitting
methods. However, the modal residues resulting from curve fitting an FRF chain do not form a mode shape. The
residues must be further processed to obtain mode shapes.
Modal residue post-processing is based on the relationship between Modal Residues and mode shapes.
In this App Note, a Rapid Impact Test™ is performed on the the aluminum plate shown below using an impact
hammer, a uni-axial accelerometer, and a 2-channel acquisition system. The Acquisition window in MEscope is
used to “acquire data” from a Data Block containing time waveforms or impact & response pairs.
In this simulation, three random impact forces are applied in succession to each point on the plate and its response is
acquired with a uni-axial accelerometer. Each response is calculated using the Transform | Outputs command,
which is part of the VES-3600 Advanced Signal Processing option.
This simulation uses a Modal Model of UMM mode shapes to represent the Input-Output dynamics of the plate.
The UMM mode shapes are used to synthesize FRFs that define the Input-Output dynamics between each impact
force & acceleration response pair.
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3/8th Inch Thick Aluminum Plate Test Article.
A “round trip” is completed by comparing the mode shapes obtained from the simulated Rapid Impact Test™
with the original EMA mode shapes obtained from a conventional Roving Impact Test of the plate.
SINGLE-REFERENCE IMPACT TEST
To capture its original Input-Output dynamics, a single-reference Roving Impact Test was performed on of the
aluminum plate with an accelerometer attached at one corner (DOF 1Z). The plate was impacted at 30 points in the
vertical direction (DOFs 1Z through 30Z). FRFs were calculated between each impact DOF and the fixed
reference response DOF 1Z.
After curve fitting the FRFs from a Roving Impact Test, only the roving impact DOFs define the mode shapes.
The fixed reference sensor (accelerometer) can be attached anywhere on the test article.

Single-Reference Roving Impact Test.
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•

The Roving Impact Test depicted above shows the accelerometer attached at Point 31, but during the realworld Roving Impact Test the accelerometer was attached at Point 1

•

During the real-world Roving Impact Test, calibrated FRFs were calculated by entering the sensor
sensitivities into the acquisition system so that each signal had the correct engineering units associated with
it

The log magnitudes of several FRFs derived from the real-world Roving Impact Test are shown below. The
properties of the single-reference FRFs are also listed in the M#s spreadsheet to the right. The FRFs have
engineering units of (g/lbf). Peaks in the log magnitudes indicate that five modes of vibration were excited over the
frequency span of the FRFs.

FRFs Calculated from a Roving Impact Test of the Aluminum Plate.
LAWS OF MODAL ANALYSIS
All experimental modal analysis or modal testing, (including a Rapid Impact Test™), relies on the following laws
of modal analysis,
➢ First Law of Modal Analysis (1st LoMA): Any object with mass & elasticity will vibrate
➢ Second Law of Modal Analysis (2nd LoMA): Applied forces cause vibration
➢ Third Law of Modal Analysis (3rd LoMA): All vibration is a summation of mode shapes
➢ Fourth Law of Modal Analysis (4th LoMA): All modes are excited at all frequencies
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MODAL MODEL
The FRFs acquired from the aluminum plate were curve fit using a single-reference curve fitting method to obtain
ten of its EMA mode shapes. Because the FRFs were calibrated, the modal Residues obtained by curve fitting the
calibrated FRFs also preserved the dynamic properties of the structure.
The single-reference Residue mode shapes were converted to a Modal Model of UMM mode shapes by using the
Tools | Scaling | Residue to UMM Shapes command in MEscope.
UMM (Unit Modal Mass) mode shapes preserve the dynamic properties of a structure in each mode shape.
The Modal Model shown in Shape Table below is used in this App Note to model the dynamics of the aluminum
plate during the simulated Rapid Impact Test™.
A Modal Model is a truncated dynamic model of a structure because it only contains a finite number of mode
shapes.
The rigid-body mode shapes and higher frequency flexible-body mode shapes of the plate are not preserved in this
model. Nevertheless, this Modal Model preserves enough dynamics of the plate to calculate its responses to the
random hammer impacts and use both the impact & response time waveforms for the simulated Rapid Impact
Test™.

Modal Model of the Aluminum Plate
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SIMULATED RAPID IMPACT TEST™
The first three acquisitions of the simulated Rapid Impact Test™ are depicted in the figures below.

First Acquisition

Second Acquisition

Third Acquisition
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SLINKY ACQUISITION STEPS
After the first three acquisitions, the remaining acquisitions are made in slinky fashion with one sensor “hopping
over” the other sensor between acquisitions.
Acquisitions can be made in any desired manner provided that an FRF chain of FRFs can be calculated from the
acquired data.
An FRF chain is formed when each FRF has the same Roving or Reference DOF as another FRF in the chain.
The Rapid Impact Test™ is simulated in three Steps,
1.

A sequence of three random impact forces is calculated and stored in a Data Block. A different sequence
of random impacts is applied to each point on the plate to simulate a real-world roving impact test

2.

The Transform | Outputs command is used to calculate responses (Outputs) to each impact force
(Input). This calculation uses the Modal Model of UMM mode shapes to represent the dynamics of the
plate. FRFs are synthesized for each Input-Output pair using the UMM mode shapes. The calculation of
the Output time waveforms is depicted in the diagram below

3.

Each pair of impact & response time waveforms “is acquired” from a Data Block by the Acquisition
window in MEscope. Each pair is defined by its [Measurement Set number].

MULTI-INPUT MULTI-OUTPUT (MIMO) MODELING
To simulate the Rapid Impact Test™, the Transform | Outputs command is used to calculate the time waveform
of each response (Output) of the plate to each impact force time waveform (Input) to the plate. This is depicted in
the diagram below.
The plate dynamics is preserved is its Modal Model of 5 UMM mode shapes. The Modal Model is used to
synthesize an FRF between each Input-Output pair.

Block Diagram of the Transform | Outputs Command.
The Transform | Outputs command carries out the following sequence of calculations,
1.

The UMM mode shapes are used to synthesize FRFs between each force Input DOF and each response
Output DOF

2.

The time waveform of each force (Input) is Fourier Transformed to its Digital Fourier Spectrum
(DFT)

3.

The DFT of each force Input is multiplied by the appropriate synthesized FRF to obtain the DFT of each
response Output

•

The DFT of each response is Inverse Fourier Transformed to obtain its Output time waveform
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STEP 1 - RANDOM IMPACT FORCES
•

Press Hotkey 1 Random Impacts

When Hotkey 1 is pressed, 30 random impact forces are calculated and displayed in a Data Block (BLK: Random
Impacts) as shown below.
Each M# contains 6144 samples of time waveform data, enough to calculate three Fourier spectra with 1024
samples each.

The M# of Each Force (Input) Contains Three Random Impact Time Waveforms.
The properties of each Force (Input) M# are shown in the M#s spreadsheet on the right above
•

Each M# DOF is the point number & direction on the plate where the impact will be applied

•

The engineering units are units of force

•

Each M# is designated in the Input Output column as an Input

STEP 2 - RAPID IMPACT TEST PAIRS
•

Press Hotkey 2 Rapid Test Pairs

When Hotkey 2 is pressed, the Transform | Outputs command is executed to calculate a response (Output) to
each force (Input). When the calculation is completed, the impact & response pairs are displayed in a waterfall as
shown below. Each Impact force M# is in red followed by its paired response M# in blue. The M#s spreadsheet
on the right shows the properties of each M#.
•

Each impact & response pair has a [Measurement Set number] added to its DOF

•

Each response is designated as an Output and has acceleration units of g’s

Impact & Response Time Waveform Pairs.
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STEP 3 - ACQUIRE RAPID IMPACT FRFs
•

Press Hotkey 3 Acquire FRFs

When Hotkey 3 is pressed, a Measurement Set of each impact & response pair “is acquiring” from the Data Block
(BLK: RAPID TEST PAIRS) using three averages, and an FRF and its corresponding Coherence are calculated,
The Acquisition window is connected to BLK: RAPID TEST PAIRS and time waveforms are “acquired” from it
one Measurement Set at a time. Three spectral estimates corresponding to the three impacts are averaged together
using Stable (Linear) Averaging. Coherence is calculated along with each FRF.
Each impact point is depicted with a hammer on the plate model . Each accelerometer location is depicted with a
cylinder and an arrow indicating the direction of the accelerometer response.

Simulated Rapid Impact Test™.

Rapid Impact FRFs.
When all 30 Measurement Sets of data have been “acquired”, the Rapid Impact FRFs are displayed as shown
above.
•

Each FRF magnitude is colored in blue

•

Each corresponding Coherence is colored in red and is overlaid on its FRF
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The M#s spreadsheet on the right side of the FRF & Coherence graphics contains the following properties for each
M#.
•

There are 60 M#s in the Data Block, 30 FRF & Coherence pairs

•

No special time domain windowing was required because the impact & response signals are both
completely contained within each sampling window (2048 samples) of time waveform data

•

All Coherence values are “close to 1” because the FRFs are “leakage free”

STEP 4 - FRF CURVE FITTING
•

Press Hotkey 4 Curve Fit the FRFs

When Hotkey 4 is pressed, the Rapid Impact FRFs calculated in the previous STEP are curve fit using the singlereference Quick Fit method.
Only single-reference curve fitting can be used on the FRFs from a Rapid Impact Test™.
When the Quick Fit of the FRFs is complete, the modal frequencies, damping, and residues are saved in a Shape
Table on the right, as shown below.

Quick Fit of Rapid Test FRFs
•

Scroll through the FRFs in the Data Block BLK: Rapid Impact FRFs.

Notice the following,
•

A red Fit Function is overlaid on each FRF

•

Each Fit Function closely matches each FRF, indicated by FRAC=1

•

FRAC is the frequency response version of MAC that measures the co-linearity between an FRF and its
Fit Function

•

Each Rapid Test Residue in the Shape Table on the right has the same DOFs as its corresponding FRF

•

There are 30 FRFs in the Data Block and 30 matching Residues in the Shape Table for each mode
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MODAL RESIDUES & MODE SHAPES
A Rapid Impact Test™ takes advantage of the mathematical relationship between modal residues and mode
shapes.
Modal residues obtained by curve fitting FRFs from a Rapid Impact Test™ do not correspond to a row or
column of FRFs in an FRF matrix, and therefore are not a Residue mode shape.
Residues extracted by curve fitting FRFs from a Rapid Impact Test™ must be further processed to obtain mode
shapes using the following relationship

Modal residue = Product of two mode shape components
The figures below show how modal Residues obtained by curve fitting FRFs from a Rapid Impact Test™ are
converted to a Residue mode shape. A starting mode shape component is required to begin the calculation.
The starting mode shape component is obtained either the square root of a driving point residue or the square
root of triangle point residues.
All other mode shape components are computed using the relationship between residues and a mode shape.

Modal Residues & Mode Shapes
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STEP 5 - CALCULATING MODE SHAPES FROM RESIDUES
•

Press Hotkey 5 Residues to UMM Mode Shapes

When Hotkey 5 is pressed, the Tools | Scaling | Rapid Test Residues to Mode Shapes command is executed in the
SHP: Rapid Test Residues Shape Table to calculate UMM mode shapes. The UMM mode shapes are saved into
the SHP: Rapid Test Mode Shapes Shape Table.
The SHP: Rapid Test Residues Shape Table is displayed on the left, and the SHP: Rapid Test Mode Shapes
Shape Table is displayed on the right, as shown below.

Rapid Test Modal Residues on the Left and UMM Mode Shapes on the Right.
STEP 6 - MODE SHAPE COMPARISON
To complete the “round trip”, the mode shapes obtained from the Rapid Impact Test™ are compared in
animation with the original UMM mode shapes.
•

Press Hotkey 6 Compare Mode Shapes

When Hotkey 6 is pressed, sweep animation displays each mode shape in SHP: Rapid Impact Mode Shapes sideby-side with the original EMA mode shape from SHP: UMM Mode Shapes that has Maximum MAC with it.

Rapid Test Mode Shape on the Left & Original EMA Mode Shape on the Right.
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MAC & SDI BARS
During side-by-side animation of each mode shape pair, their Modal Assurance Criterion (MAC) and Shape
Difference Indicator (SDI) bars are also displayed in the upper right corner.
•

MAC measures the co-linearity of two shapes

•

SDI measures the difference between two shapes

•

Both MAC & SDI have values between 0 &1

•

MAC or SDI >= 0.9 ➔ two shapes are nearly alike

•

MAC or SDI < 0.9 ➔ two shapes are different

SUMMARY
In this App Note, a Rapid Impact Test™ on an aluminum plate was simulated using an impact hammer, uni-axial
accelerometer, and 2-channel simultaneous data acquisition. The following Steps were carried,
•

STEP 1 - A Data Block of 30 random impact forces was created to simulate real-world impact forces

•

STEP 2 - A Data Block of impact & response pairs was created using the Transform | Outputs
command and a Modal Model of the aluminum plate.

•

STEP 3 - Rapid Impact FRFs were calculated from the impact & response time waveform pairs

•

STEP 4 - The Rapid Impact FRFs were curve fit to obtain the modal frequency, damping, & modal
residues for five modes of the plate

•

STEP 5 - Modal residues obtained from curve fitting the Rapid Impact FRFs were converting into
UMM mode shapes

•

STEP 6 - Each UMM mode shape from the Rapid Impact Test™ was displayed side-by-side with its
closest matching mode shape from the original EMA Modal Model

In a Rapid Impact Test™, either the impact hammer or the accelerometer can be moved to a different DOF
between acquisitions of data.
Either sensor can be moved between acquisitions, but the other sensor must remain fixed for the next acquisition.
An FRF chain is formed when the Roving or Reference DOF of each FRF is the same as the Roving or
Reference DOF of another FRF.
FRFs from a Rapid Impact Test™ can be curve fit using the single-reference curve fitting method, but the modal
Residues must be post-processed to recover mode shapes from them.
STEP 7 - REVIEW STEPS
To review the Steps of this App Note,
•

Press Hotkey 7 Review Steps
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